Lester __ was a famous music journalist at Rolling Stone
Truman Capote's In Cold __ is an example of narrative journalism
Hunter S Thompson's Rum __ took place in Puerto Rico
Dave Barry started as a humor columnist for the __ Herald
Theodor Geisel, better known as Dr. __, was a political cartoonist
In 1887, Nellie Bly faked insanity to write an __ on mental institutes
Kitty __ is known for her biographies of Jackie O. and The Bushes
__ journalism refers to reporting on sensationalized topics
The movie __ Kane is loosely based on William Randolph Hearst
Gonzo journalism uses personal experience and __ to tell the story
Horace __ was the editor of the NY Tribune in the 1840s to 1870s
Ester Lederer won a contest to become the new Ann __ in 1955
__ journalism promotes awareness and change with factual reporting
Abigail Van Buren, or __ __, is a pen name for Ms. Phillips
An __ journalist is a reporter attached to a military unit
Benjamin __ used the pseudonym Mrs. Silence Dogood in 1722
Photojournalism uses __ to tell a story or point of view
George __ was an American journalist, writer, and actor
The New York World was bought by Joseph __ in 1883
Greg Palast is a BBC reporter focusing on political and corporate __
William Lloyd Garrison was the editor of abolitionist newspaper The __
Carl Bernstein and Bob Woodward broke the story of the __ scandal
__ investigated societal issues like slums, child labor and sweatshops
Jayson Blair lost his job at the NY Times for __ and lying
__ is words or pictures meant to influence people on a specific idea
Helen Thomas became a member of the __ __ Press Corp in 1961
Watchdog journalism aims to hold public figures __
__ journalism involves extensive research and fact-finding